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Popular resistance to the Banzer government, led by the tin miners, emerged in the later 1970s; the resulting
repression prompted the creation of a Human Rights Assembly. Four women initiated a 23-day hunger strike from
December 1977 to January 1978, which had Catholic church support and eventually involved nearly 1,400 people
including well known figures. This led to the release of most political prisoners and recognition of trade unions. It
was also the signal for renewed political organization. Responding to pressure from below and from the Carter
Administration in the USA, Banzer held elections. Political polarization between left and right resulted, however, in
frequent elections and a series of coups, including a two year military dictatorship deploying death squads. The
coups met with strong initial popular resistance, and by November 1981 renewed worker strikes and occupations
created a movement that included a renewed mass hunger strike, and continued strikes and student protests
during 1982, In October the military were forced to step down in favour of a leftist coalition elected in 1980.
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